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How do you like to

Share your story for a chance to be featured

TouchPoint Challenge
The TouchPoint Challenge simulates a stressful event so that you can quickly experience stress 

reduction and understand how TouchPoints are affecting your body’s stress response.

1. Think of something stressful. How stressful/unpleasant does this feel 
now on a scale of 0-10? 

2. When you think of something stressful, where do you feel it in your 
body (stomach, chest, etc.) and how intense is the feeling 0-10? 

3. Activate your TouchPoints on the blue setting and hold them in either 
hand for about 30 seconds. Then, turn them off and rate how stressed 
you feel and how intense your body sensations are 0-10.

If both went down, great! The average is 7 down to 3 in 30 seconds. Don’t 
worry if you do not feel a reduction, there’s a better setting for you. Try the 
challenge on the yellow or purple setting.

 

 

 

In order for your 1 year limited manufacturer’s warranty
to be valid, please follow the simple steps below:

1. Download the TouchPoints app in the Google Play or Apple App Store 
and create account.

2. Go to ‘Product Registration’ in the app menu.

3. Enter the serial numbers found on the back of both of your 
TouchPoints separated by a comma (Do not remove serial stickers)  

Want additional coverage?
Visit our website to purchase TouchPoints Insurance to  cover breakage and water damage

Visit our website to learn about the TouchPoints 
Challenge and our Encyclopedia of Uses

Sleep requires relaxation and sometimes we are too 
wound up to relax. TouchPoints just before bed can 
help put you in a calm state of mind to fall asleep.

Activate the blue 
setting on your 
TouchPoints.

Slide your TouchPoints into the Zipper 
Sweatbands and place on either arm or 
ankle (Make sure that one TouchPoint is 
on either side of the body). 

Use TouchPoints for 20 minutes 
while in bed prior to sleep or if 
woken up in the middle of the night.


